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(Received t8 February I98I)

This paper is a quantitative study of the factors that determine the selection
of passive constructions over active ones by English speakers.r By examining
a large body of passives used in spontaneous speech, together with the
sentences that show an opposing choice, we are able to throw light on
the crucial question of which syntactic and which semantic features of the
environment act to constrain the choice and whether syntactic or semantic
factors predominate in this case. In the course of the analysis, we will also
have something to say about the social factors that have been reported to
determine the use of the passive.

Do active and passive mean the same thing? The active-passive relationship
has long been recognized as a highly productive pairing of syntactic forms
and has played a major rdle in early statements of transformational grammar.
In recent years, limitations of this productivity have become a major focus,
and such problems as the difficulty of drawing a sharp line between
passivizable and non-passivizable verbs have led a number of linguists to
exclude the passive from the array of movement transformations (Bresnan,
1978). Differences in intuitive reactions to active and passive forms with
quantifiers, first noted by Chomsky (1957: Ioo-I), have led many to argue
that there is no meaning equivalence of active and passive. Thus for the pair

(t) Everyone likes someone
(z) Someone is liked by everyone

G. Lakoff states that 'in my speech, though not in that of all speakers of
English, (r) and (z) have different meanings'(t97o: I4-t5).Katz & Postal

[r] This analysis is the product of the research project on Linguistic Change and Variation,
supported by the National Science Foundation under NSF SOC75oo245. The original
frimework for analysis was developed by W. L. for a study of the passive by members
of the class on Sociolinguistic Analysis (Linguistics 56r) at the University of Pennsylvania,
who developed the first body of data referred to below. E.J.W. developed the present
coding system and reanalysed the initial materials along with other bodies of speech drawn
from ihe records of the project and ran the variable rule programmes. The final analysis
is the joint work of both authors. We are particularly indebted to Ivan Sag for many
detailed comments and corrections, though he cannot be considered responsible for any
failure on our part to close the gap between the empirical study of the passive and most
recent thinking in formal syntax. We are also indebted to Susumu Kuno, Beatriz
Lavandera, and Anthony Kroch for their critical reactions, which we hope we have
responded to, at least in Part.
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(tg6q: 721) were not convinced by Chomsky's original example and found
both meanings in active and passive; we have the same reaction to these.

Yet there cannot be any doubt that some passive constructions do not mean
the same as their corresponding actives. The latest attack on the problem ofexplaining these differences is that of McConnell-Ginet (l9gz), who deals with
the semantic differences produced by adverbial modification:

Reluctantly, Joan instructed Marv.
Reluctantly, Mary was instructed by Joan.

McConnell-Ginet concludes that there are several different types of adverbial
modification involved, and that the passive's two verbs offer ror. possibilities
for such modification than the active does. In spite of these potential
differences in the meaning of active and passive in particular contexts, ourobservations of the use of this option in spontaneous speech convince us thatthe choice of the agentless passive and giner alized actlve is fundamentally a
syntactic one, and that active and passive normally have the same meaning
in a truth-conditional sense. Many of the differences between active andpassive that have been observed seem to us to be differences in focus oremphasis, characteristic effects of the re-ordering of sentential elements. Itseems to us preferable to restrict the term 'mianing' more narrowly todesignate the coupling of a given sentence with a given state of affairs.z

one strategy 
-that we might follow is to say that we are using . roughsemantic equivalence' and admit that a more irecise sense of the meaningof active and passive would require us to register every possible inference thatone individual or another would be tikely io make in interpreting one or theother form' But it seems to us that this concession to an idealistic semanticsis needlessly unrealistic. If we isolate words from their use, we can show thatthere is no such thing as a precise synonym, since all words have slightlydifferent privileges of occurrence when *r .onrider every possible context. Butin practice, the need for stylistic variation leads alt sjeaters and writers ofEnglish to substitute one word for the other with the expectation that anydifferences that might -arise in other contexts will not atrect interpretation inthat one. In our study of active and passive, we are concerned with theinformation that is transmitted by this choice in everyday life. In our datathere is ample evidence (see below) that the two forms are used interchangeably

(r)
(q)

to rerer to the same states or 
"ruirr;;;;; 

;";;";,he possibility

that there are some contexts where this is not so.
An earlier investigation of the choice of the get vs. be passive (Labov, I975)

demonstrated that these function as semantic equivalents in general contexts

even though they were semantically differentiated in the special context of
purpose clauses. Reactions to He got arrested and He was arrested in context

showed the same proportion of interpretations of the subject as the agent
(: 'He got himself arrested'). But He got arrested to test the law gave a much
higher proportion of such interpretations than He was arrested to test the law.
We can infer that there will be contexts where active and passive lead
to different semantic interpretations of states of affairs and ultimately it will
be important to locate these contexts, but these will undoubtedly be a
small subset of the total range of uses and not likely to affect our search
for the general constraints on the choice of active vs. passive.

The move to restrict rather than expand the term 'meaning' is consistent
with sociolinguistic studies which obtain objective evidence of the stylistic and
social differentiation of linguistic forms. At the same time, we must not
conclude that all linguistic variation subserves the social functions of
identifying the social position of speakers and adjusting to the social position
of the listeners and audience.s Variable elements are found at all levels of
linguistic structure. Some variation is the result of articulatory constraints on
grammatical processes; some reflects a variable recognition of grammatical
boundaries; some appears to be the residue of historical processes which
persists long after the social conditions that gave rise to it have disappeared.

There is no reason to confine the study of variation to alternative ways of
saying the same thing, although this kind of variable has been the chief focus
in the development of variable rules. The Heidelbergforschungsproiekl has
made great strides in the probabilistic weighting of context-free phrase

structure rules by speakers of pidgin German (rg16\ and these are essentially
meaningful choices. Studies of the development of phrase structure in the
early stages of language learning (Bloom, t97o) inevitably involve variation
of a meaningful kind. However, it is clear that the sharpest analytical
conclusions on the conditioning factors that constrain linguistic change and
variation can be made when form varies but meaning is constant, rather than
when both are varying together. Theoretically, it should be possible to draw
equal profit from cases where a single form is used with several meanings.
But the possibility of accurate measurement is less immediate with semantic
variation. We obviously have a much better chance of getting intersubjective
agreement in identifying formal variants than semantic variants.

We therefore approach the passive with an eye to a bold simplification of
the problems of meaning. We will treat active and passive as truth-

lll See Lavandera (rqZ8) and the Issponse of Labov (tgZ8).

t2l In this respect' 
Yj: are continuing in the tradition of weinreich,s efforts to restrict'meaning'to 

significata that are shired throughout tt" sp"."t community it".-rri, review
"*. 

of osgood et al., l95q)..Recent.responses to evidence on the 
"";;ii;6iiiri 

oi lu"ntinudialects have admitted that both meanings can be found but claimed that individualsid^iosyncratically 'prefer' one readjng or th! other. In an unpuulisrrro p"pri,: oi.iion"ri*of the future: A set of parameters foidescripriu. r.runitr; i,o 
"pp"u.), 

weinreich pointedout that descriptive semantics must deat *ith rh"'"onrt"]rt, inrti,i"ii"it"iir.a 
"-rp"., 

ortn,meaning of signs. . . without denying the existence of a non-institutionalized margin ofmeaning'.
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conditionally equivalent and used on the whole to refer to the same states

of affairs.
Earlier reporrs of social differences in the use of active and passive. The only

previous data we have on the use of the passive in spontaneous speech is the

iesult of its use as one of the defining features of Basil Bernstein's 'elaborated

code'. A high proportion of 'passive verbs'out of all finite verbs is said to

be characteiistic of the elaborated code available to middle-class speakers,

as opposed to'restricted codes'which show lower percentages.a In Bernstein's

tateiipresentation ( r 97r) acomparison of two middle-class groups and three

working-class groups shows that more passives are used by the former at a

significance level of beyond o.oz (p. tot).
Lawton (r968) gives a number of other results on the passive that indicate

that there is more variation in this indicator than others used by these

researchers. There was no significant difference in the use of passive verbs by

r 2-year-olds but there was a difference among Is-year-olds (5 per cent for

the working class, I2 per cent for the middle class - p. I25)'

Bernstein's interpretation of the use of the passive by middle-class speakers

is that this is a prominent indication of the fact that these speakers do more

syntactic planning than working class speakers. There is no linguistic

discussion accompanying these studies that distinguishes various types of

passives, or more importantly, isolates the syntactic choice between active and

passive.
The notion that the passive involves more syntactic planning was perhaps

not as naive when it was first formulated as it appears today. The general

consensus that has emerged firom psycholinguistic experimentation is that the

production and perception of sentences cannot easily be coupled with the

iormal representations of grammar now available (Fodor et al., 1974); it is

even less iit.ty that we can make correlations with a planning process that

precedes the production. But in any case, the Bernstein data does not

represent a controllcd study of a syntactic choice: the use of the passive is

not .orpared to the-'cases where the choice might have been made but was

t .
lf we consider all possible finite verbs, a large number will be actives with

not.

two arguments. ln spontaneous speech, the proportions of passives rvith

two-argument predicates is vanishingly small in all data examined so far (see

below). The vast majority of passive constructions has only one argument,

that is, no agent is present. The comparison of passive verbs to all finite verbs

iTtherefore a comparison of sentences with one argument to sentences with

one, two and three arguments. Differences in the proportion of passives used

by speakers may therefore reflect what is being talked about and the amount

of detail being provided more than any syntactic choice.

t+l The total amount of speech studied for each group was tSoo words. This is a very small

body of speech compared to those used in sociolinguistic analysis.
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The Bernstein-type studies are also characterized by the formal nature of

the experimental ,Ltting. In one study, groups were-assembled to discuss the

abolition of capital punishment (Bernstiin, i97l ).r' There is evidence in other

studies of a differ.niiuf reaction of speakers fiom various social backgrounds

to experimental situution, of this sort (Labov, Ig6gb). Van den Broeck's

s tudyo fMaase ik ,Be lg ium( I977) , fo rexamp|e ,showedtha tm idd |e -c lass
speakers used more puJriu., than working-class speakers in formal style' but

when the social context was switched to one that favoured the vernacular' the

relation of the two groups was rcversed in this respect'

The comparison i-, .lore enough to allow us to conclude that the experi-

menta l techniquesofBernste indonotref lectd i f ferencesintheavai lab i l i ty
of particular constructions to his subjects, but rather different modes of

,rprrrrion of a linguistic competence that may emerge freely in other contexts'

Another intereiting urp.ri of Bernstein's portrait of the 'restrictcd code'

is the critical focus on the pronoun they without a specific referent:

Inasmuch as referents are not finely differentiated then the global term

.they'will be adopted as a general label. The non-specificity implied by

,they' is a function of the lack of differentiation and thc subsequent

concretizingofexperiencewhichcharacterizesarestr ictedcodeasawhole.
( rg7t :  t  to)

There is no connection drawn here between the use of 'they' and the

passive, though as it will appear below' the use of such generalized pronouns

is a major alternative to the agentless passive' It seems clear that the forrnal

context in Bernstein's experiments did lead to a greater use of the passive by

middle-crass speakers bui he did not realize that the working-class speakers'

use of generalized pronouns was simply their alternative way of saying the

same thing. Ttre absence of a tinguisiic analysis among writers with an

educational orientation often leadJto attribution of conceptual limitations

to non-standard sPcakers'
Our own unuiyr'i, *ill begin with a description of the passive as a linguistic

variable an4 a iescriptionlf our samplc (Scction r )' we will then present

a quantitative analysis of the external ,otiolinguistic constraints on the passive

(Section z.r) before proceeding to our primary topic, internal constraints on

ihe choice of active or passive (Section z'z)'

In order to study any variable phenomenon systematically, it is necessary to

define the basic alteination: what is varying with what? At ftrst glance, this

seems a simple matter for the passive: passive alternates with active' The

I .  D N T I N I T I O N  O F  T H E  V A R I A B L E

tsl Recognizing the fact that working-class subjects may be ill at ease' Bernstein held several

"' pi".iit" ,"riiont before the recorded session'

33
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neighbourhood was settled by Germans alternates with Germans settled the
neighbourhood. But such agent passives are rare events. In spontaneous
conversations that we have examined, they make up only r to 2 per cent of
the total number of passivizable transitive verbs with subject and object noun
phrases. On the other hand, passives are not as rare as these figures would
imply. They are quite common in conversation and spontaneous speech, but
the great majority of them are agentless passives. Early in this study, the
decision was made to focus on the agentless passive as the primary topic for
variable analysis.6

The problem of defining the alternant of agentless passives seems quite
obscure at first. Discussions of the English passive usually do not present a
syntactic option if the subject is missing.? As we examine colloquial spoken
English, however, we find a very rich alternation of truth-conditionallv
equivalent forms:

Cause we have boundaries in this school. Like out at like, the w - like you
know, Lower Merion's allowed to smoke in the halls 'n' do all that crap,
right? over here, if th - I don't care if they never allow you to smoke in
the hal ls.

[Ato6r, 16, W, M, WC]t

In this passive, the first sentence with allow might have taken the form, they
allow Low'er Merion to smoke in the halls,and the second, I don't care if you'ie
never allowed to smoke in the halls. The pron oun they is not a purely
grammatical formative (i.e. a dummy element) as in the case of there in There's
A man at the door, or il in It's a shame he does that. They has a limited semantic
value in that it seems to exclude the first person and perhaps the second
singular as well. The choice of a particular gener alized pronoun is nearly
automatic in many contexts. We were able to make one systematic small-scale
observation of this when thieves broke into a locked closet in our building
that was used by the alumni relations staff for storing liquor. Weiner took
the occasion to question people in the vicinity who were milling around the
broken door. In response to'What happened?'she received five agentless
passives, such as'The liquor closet got broken into' and five active responses
of the form 'They broke into the liquor closet.' Three of the nonspecific
subjects were they and two were somebody. Note that there is no information

[6] Langacker and Munro come to a similar decision in their analysis of the passive (rqZS).
Nj In Horgan's.study of acquisition of the full passive (r978), it was n..*r"ry to resort to

experimental techniques to elicit the forms needed, iince so few passivei with agents
occurred in spontaneous speech. She cites Harwood (r959), who found no instancis of
full passives in over t2,ooo utterances of 5-year-olds. This is as true of adulrs as of
children. Brown (rgZl) found no full passives in zroo"utterances of parents studied.

[7] Excluding, of course, the verbs where ergative-type constructions are available asin The
door opened.

[8] Quotations are identified by tape number, age, ethnicity (W = white, B : black), sex
(M/F) and social class (MC = middle class, WC: working class).
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here on singular vs. plural, but merely an exclusion of the speaker from the

class of possible referents.
We can therefore include they with the class of [-definite] pronouns

somebody, someone, people, etc. But a further differentiation must be made.

A I-definite] pronoun indicates that a referent is not known to the hearer.

Yet given this situation, there are still two distinct possibilities in regard to

the speaker's knowledge: the speaker may have a particular referent in mind

('a particular somebody') or may not ('nobody in particular'); this applies

rquully well to all of the [-definite] pronouns. The dimension Itdefinite]
refers to common assumptions about hearer's knowledge of the referent; we

will use the feature [* specific] to refer to the second dimension that bears

on the speaker's knowledge.
Given a l-definite] pronoun, [+specific] indicates that the speaker has

knowledge of a particular referent in mind; [-specific] that he does not. The

analytic task is therefore to examine each [- definite] pronoun to see if it is

[+specific] or [-specific]. The 'semantically empty' pronouns that are the

subjects of agentless passives are [-definite, -specific]. Pronouns such as

they, you, we are [+ definite] if they have a specific referent, but are otherwise

[- definite, - specifi cl. You differs from they in that it more easily allows the
possibility of first and second persons and is the closest equivalent to the

dummy subjects German man, formal French on, and formal English one.

I think you expect a lot of your children.
[A9oZ,4r ,W, F,  LWC]

In rare cases, he or we or perhaps even /can be used without specific reference,

as can any personal Pronoun.
The category of [-specific] noun phrases is usually referred to as general

or impersonal. The major equivalent in English of the impersonal man or on

is the formal one,but in our study of spontaneous speech we did not find a

single example of the impersonal subject one.s The [- specific] nouns formed

with som e-) any-, and every-, along with people, have been commonly

recognized as possible subjects of agentless passives, but of the 96t such

sentences we found, there were only 69 of these, or 7 per cent of the total.
you and they accounted for 79 per cent, and this was remarkably uniform

across ages and social groups.ro Because impersonal you and they are

characteristic of colloquial speech, their syntactic r6le as subjects of agentless

passives has been largely ignored in the past and even stigmatized as the

[9] This underlines the fact that the interviews we are studying are closer to colloquial speech

than other types of speech that might be analysed. Since it will appear that passive

sentences are associateo wittr more formal contexts, a higher percentage of passive may

appear in such formal productions.

tr ol Cine group conversation showed a relatively high frequency of impers onal we (24 per cent)

but most-groups adhered closely to a norm of 85 per cent for you and they. There ate

sizeable differences in the use of you vs. they, apparently determined by factors outside

of the scope of this studY.
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improper use of pronouns without referents.rr Yet they are obviously the

mu.lor'.t oice for ihe active alternant of agentless passives. We will refer to

the entire category of pronouns used with the feature [- specific] as crNEn11'

rzED pRoNoUNS and to [-specificl you, they, etc. as GENERALIZED PERSoNAL

PRONOUNS.
In discussions of agentless passives in the framework of the 'extended

standard theory', it has been pointed out that the lexical form somebody

cannot be considered the underlying subject form, since there are cases where

actives with sorr ebody differ in meaning from the passives. This objection

will of course be resolved if we are able to distinguish consistently between

[+ specific] and [- specific] uses of somebody. Another type of confusion arises

when using g.n.ruiir.d forms which tend to exclude some possibilities of

personal responsibility - they in particular. The most obvious cases involve

negative acti that the speaker might want to deny, like stealing, and here the

usJ of They broke in, or somebodl, broke ln might well seem to exclude the

speaker as a possible referent. It is not so clear with neutral acts, as in They

olryo1,, madeiheir wine [59, Irish, W, M, WC]. The use of they does not exclude

first person participation here necessarily, or at any rate no more than using

people or some people. Conversely, the use of the passive in The closet wa
'bro'ken 

into might be taken to suggest the lack of the speaker's participation

just as strongly as They broke into the closet'

Because the generalized pronouns are not formally recognized like the

impersonal pronouns of French and German, there is a tendency for their

semantic.ontributions to be exaggerated in introspective reactions. On the

other hand, educationally orientated writers, drawing on different kinds of

intuitions, tend to recognize and stigmatize the absence of referentialcontent,

as noted above. However, close study of their use in spontaneous speech

reveals little evidence for the influence of semantic distinctions in the choice

of active or passive, and on the other side, little support for the notion that

^ gene ralized ironouns are characteristic of uneducated or 
"t:"l1iY1l^.0:ry::l

ihe choice of agentle'Ss passive vs. active with generalized subject pronoun

appears to be used by all speakers of English as two alternative ways of saying

the same thing. For brevily, we will refer to this choice as agentless passive

vs. generalized active, or in this paper, passive vs. active. Our use of the term
. agJntless' does not refer to sentences that could not have an agent like They

w,inr home, since no passive choice is possible here, but to sentences and

contexts where the existence of an agent is implied but no information on

hffi or her identitY is exPressed.
We are no* ubl. to ipecify where the variable occurs and where it does

As noted above, Bernstein and similar writers have argued that the use of 'exophoric'

pionoun, like thet, is a consequence of the lack of differentiation in the'restricted code',

nart of the Dattern which' in-hiUits general izing abi l i ty at the higher r lnge: '( t9lt :8t) '

6i;;.;'ri;)i;iih; rult iung. of imp-ersonal pronouns might have produced a somewhat

different result in their analysis.

36
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not. A first approximation to the overall envelope of these possibilitit't t" 
'1ll

constructions without agents which may be analysed as transitive verbs withl

realized objects in theii underlying ,iru.tur.. it il; ^ l""tt1T:i""' 1H )k

occurrence of the passive variablJ will lead to an agentless passivet thi

n o n - o c c u r e n c e t o a n a c t i v e s e n t e n c e w i t h a t _ j T . i f r c ] s u b j e c t . . I
An empiricuf ,t,lJyli the choice between active and passive must remalni

independent of any current. formalism for ,.pr.r.niing the productivtl'*1" i'l*'4

relationship of activ! and passin.. n, in the study or*ntrultion and deletionl 
'''" 

rn''

o f thecopula( l -abov,ry6ga) ,*" ,unrecognizeclear ly thesetofvar iants,
but cannot say where in the gru**u' this variation is to be located' Formal

arguments ur. 'nuiiiro* und #;;;;, f; :::t: 
transformational model

(Chomsky,rgs! )wouldsugge: tavar iab lepassivet ransformat ion;a later
version (Chomsky, 1965) would ,.luirt setiing constraints on the phrase

structure rule that biackets passive with manner adverbial' More recent

attacks on the purrin, transformation leave the relationship between active

and passiv. u **,.,. of ,6unti.;;;tptetation (Bresnan, I9?8), but it is not

yet clear to us how such 
"pprou.t 

tt iun be used to incorporate within the

grammar the choice of activ. nr. fu$ive that we have described here'

Avoiding ilrr'inrluuility of these formalisms' we prefer to-move towards

a theory wittr mor. ,otia founJations, which will have the capacity to

incorporate the unlimited Outu iu* diawn from the use of language in

everyday life. Th;;;rin. u.tirute., *. are using the term here is comparable

to the phonological variables il introduced in sociolinguistic studies

(Labov, 1966) ih-u, *.r' ina.p.rrJlnt of the selection of a base form' Given

a mutually e*clusiu, choice oii*o possible. ways of saying the same

thing - active or passive.: Ilut 
ur. ,t. iactors that ietermine this choice' in

so far as it is detirmined? The un*"' will illuminate our understanding of

the active and passive variant," rl""*ledge of their cognitive and social

significance, if ;;;;nO ,t . kinds of linguisiic pressures they respond to will

lead towaro, 
" 

*oie confiden, ;6;Jnt of the variation to a specific place

in the grammar. A variabr, 'Vnt".iiz rule could be written' but a choice among

the various alternatives cannJ;intelligently made without a number of

parallel stuoies orrelated rules of actives with agents specified' leftdislocations'

predicateaai,. t iueconstruction',unasoon.-Hereourf irsttaskistoreport
the decisions already made i" i.n"lig and delimiting the variable at hand'

one fundamental problem in ir.'analysis of spontaneous speech is to

discriminat, tr"".iti"e nerbs from intransitive or other verb types that do not

take direct objects. Following *""v 
".t'er 

analyse s of have (e.g. Bach, t967),

we would exclude this from ,f,. 'ultf transitive verbs' along with the obvious

cases of verbs of measure such as cost and weigh' and verbs of symmetry

such as marry and resemble whose subjects u" 
"i'untically 

symmetrical with

their objects uJOo not qualify as agents or patients'

we use the word . transitiv.l hrr.-in a broad sense to include verb plus

particle or even verb plus pr.poriritn when the clauses were judged to have

a passive Uy ifre coder. F"t r;;;;[ , Thry looked at the room +'+ The room
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w'as looked at. The boundary between transitive verb and intransitive verb
plus preposition remains as an area of vagueness to be investigated by
empirical means. The proportion of such cases that were decided on intuitive
grounds was approximately t5/, of the total.

Clauses containing verbs with sentential objects were also systematically
excluded. While a sentence like Thev say that tintes are hard,with generalized
the1t, could conceivably have the alternate That times are hard is said(tobe
the case), we found in accordance with our intuitions that extraposition was
categorical when the passive alternant was produced, and extraposed sentences
like It is said that times are hard involve changes of surface structure that are
incompatible with the constraints to be considered. Our examination of
internal constraints on the passive will give particular attention to the
consequences of placing subject or object in preverbal or postverbal position
in relation to parallel or non-parallel placement of coreferents in preceding
sentences. once extraposition has applied, the underlying object of the
agentless passive is no longer in initial, preverbal position and the effect of
such parallel structure is eliminated.

we also excluded the 'quasi-modals' want to, begin to, stop,etc., in clauses
with EQUI-NP deletion applied, such as They began to bother Mary, though
Mary began to be botheredisquite acceptable. The change of subjects for both
verbs led to a higher probability of semantic differentiation.rz

It was also necessary to discriminate forms with -ed or -en which were
clearly passives from homonymous forms which were adjectives. There are
a number of ways to discriminate adjectives from passive participles, most
obviously, their compatibility with adverbial suffixes such as -ty; happily but
not instructedly. But such potential compatibility does not prove that a given
form is an adjective and not a homonymous past participle. Thus distracted
does accept -ly but it may not be a predicate adjective in He was distracted
by this, The intuitive criterion which we applied in practice appears to be an
effective test of verbal status: if the subject of the agentless passive can ba
transformed into an hctive with a generalized pronominal subject, it is
included in the variable. We exclude from the definition of the variable those
-ed or -en forms which do not correspond to an active verb with a generalized
they or you. Conversely, if a pronominal subject can be transformed into an
agentless passive without radical change of meaning, it is included in the
analysis.

We have stressed that the quantitative analysis of this syntactic variable

Itzf A reader for thisjournal points out that there is a potential ambiguity in Mary beganto
be hothered that is.not fgund in The1, began to bother Mart,.ln tfie first sentence,-began
may be understood as taking a sentential subject,'lt began to bother Mary', but thisis
not possible in the second. Though we excluded this case for other reasons, this is one
of a number of cases where the generalized pronoun does not atternate freily with the
agentless passive. Whenever the subject understood is a single situation thai might be
referred to by it, thef isnot appropriaie. As noted above, the test for the variable excluded
such cases. since the subject of the passive could not be transformed into an active with
a generalized pronominal subject without a radical change in meaning.

L U N S T R A I N T S  O N  T H E  A G E N T L E S S  P A S S I V E

is not conceptually different from phonological analysis. The recognition of

aphonological ,eio such as I pass' here yesterday, oreven I went pas'him

is not a michanical process. The whole sentence (and discourse) must be

understood first, and ihe appropriateness of a past or a present meaning must

be decided subsequent to semantic processing' As in the case of the passive'

the analysts musi use their full knowledge of the language to recognize the

occurrence of the variable. A formal statement of this procedure would be

dependent on a completed formal analysis of the grammar as a whole'

The definition of the variable included in the passive alternant includes both

the getand the be forms. Though there is a clear semantic difference between

John gof arrested to test the law and John was arrested to test the law (R'

Lakoff, rgl1, experiments conducted by Labov show that the basic

sentences without iutpot. clauses are interpreted as semantically equivalent

(rgZS). We exclu aia get where it had a causative function. The remaining gel

sentences were tabulated separately, but included with the 6e forms as

instances of application of the variable rule. The selection of the passive as

the output ofihe variable rule has no substantive significance at this point,

and the same results would be obtained if the generalized active florms had

been considered the outPut.
We began our analysis with a study of zt speakers from working-class white

neighboirhoods in philadelphia. The agentless sentences in their interviews

haJalready been extracted with considerable context in an earlier exploratory

study.rs These data were re-coded within our current framework to yield 825

tokens. To this initial group we added two of the central figures from our

studies of working-clasi Philadelphia neighbourhoods, and t t speakers from

two suburban miJdle class neighbourhoods, giving 482 more items.ra We then

decided to add a group of speakers from a radically different dialect in order

to assess the range of diff.t.nces in the use of agentless passives among

English dialects. We studied ten members of the Jets, a black adolescent group

fr; Harlem (Labov er al., 1968), extracting all agentless sentences from

group sessions as well as individual interviews, yielding an additional zo3

tokens.
The variable rule programme of cedergren and sankoffwas used to analyse

the influence of u nu*b.t of external and internal constraints on the choice

of active or passive in the 1489 agentless sentences. The version of the

programme used here is Varbrul II (Sankoff & Labov' 1979), where the

urtiout contributions to the output probability in any given case are

represented as
P p o P r P z P n

| -  p: GAG:pJG;J ..  G-p)'

Interviews and initial coding were done by members of a class on the study of the speech

community, Linguistilt;A; at the Univlrsity of Pennsylvania, whose contribution we

gratefully acknowledge.

trqt ?rr. *"ir.ing-class in-terviews were carried out by Anne Bower, and the middle-class

interviews Uv ni"i1" Fuvn", of the project on Linguistic Change and Variation'

l*ui
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wliere P is the over-all probability of the rule applying, Po is an input
probability, andp, through poare the contributions to the over-all probability
from environmental factors. If a factor has no influence on the rule, it will
show a value of o.5 (since o.s/(t-o.5) - l ) .  Values over o.5 favour the
application of the rule and values below o.5 disfavour it.

2 .  E X T n R N A L  C O N S T R A I N T S  O N  T H E  C H O T C E  O F  A C T M  O R  P A S S M

As mentioned above, the generalized pronouns are characteristic ofcolloquial
English, and it has long been recognized that the excessive use of the passive
is a mark of formal written style, in scientific as well as literary writing. The
stylistic analysis of our materials followed the distinction between casual and
caref'ul speech developed in previous studies (Labov, t966, 1972: ch. 3;
Cedergren, 1973) but with the particular coding developed in the study of the
Philadelphia speech community.ts The results showed 639 agentless sentences
in careful speech and 85o in casual. The over-all percentages showed the
favouring of active over passive in the expected direction, with 4o per cent
passive in careful speech, though the difference is not a large one. Table t
adds the variable rule probabilities,,taken from an analysis including zz
envi ronmenta| f@Theprobabi | is t icweightsforsty le
reflEi the-e percentages: o.54 for careful speech and o.46 for casual.

Passive
(%)

VARBRUL
weightsStyle

Careful
Casual

Table t

Effect of style on the choice of passives in agentless sentences

Small differences of this type can be related to standard statistical measures
of confidence by comparing the total likelihood of a variable rule analysis
that distinguishes casual from careful speech with a second analysis that
ignores this factor. The difference in the sums of the log likelihoods for each
cell, for each analysis multiplied by - z, is equal to chi-square, with degrees

Ir 5] The coding systcm uscd here differs from that first developed in Labov t 966 in that channel
cues are not utilized. A series of discrete decisions mark as contexts lor casual spccch
pcrsonul narrutivcs, tliscussions of kids' gamcs, group intcraction and tangcntial movements
by the spcakcr; responses to questions, oralorical ('soapbox') style, and discussions of
lunguagc arc codcd for carclll spcech, as well as the general unmarked body of
consultativc convcrsation.

o.54
o.46

40
32

6lg
85o

4o 4 l
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of freedom equal to the difference in the degrees of freedom of the two

analyses.

X'  :  -z  (SUM(LL,)  -  SUM(LLr) ) '

Thus chi-square for this stylistic result is 5.6, which is significant at the o'oz

level for one degree of freedom. The same stylistic coding shows large and

regular differences with such sociolinguistic variables as (lNG), (DH) and

neiative concord in every subsection of our Philadelphia sample. By com-

fuiiron, the choice of aciive and passive is not an important stylistic factor

in spontaneous speech, though we have no doubt that more formal language

wilf show a stylistic preference for the passive'

The choice o[active or passive is a well established variable in English, and

if it had strong social significance, we would expect that the sex of the speaker

would play a major r6le. tn all previous studies of stable variables, it has been

found that women use more of a prestige form and less of a stigmatized form'

particularly in careful speech (Labov, r966; Shuy, wolfram & Riley, t966;

Trudgill, r-g72). When we look at the over-all percentages, women do use a

snrall percentage more of passives than men, but the multivariate analysis

shows clearly that this is the result of other distributional factors. Table z

shows the somewhat surprising fact that sex has no effect at all on the variable,

with both men and women at exactly o.5o. The difference in log likelihood,

when we remove sex as a factor, is precisely nothing - o.oo.

Tokens
Passive

(%)
VARBRUL

weights

z5 males
t9 females

759
730

32
39

o.50
o.50

Table z

Effect of sex on the choice of passives in agentless sentences

We then turn to social class, where previous reports (particularly those of

Bernstein and his students (Lawton, r968: t09, I r8, Iz5)) might lead one to

expect to find that our working-class speakers use fewer passives than

middle-class speakers. This is not the case. In Table 3, both the raw

percentages and the variable rule programme output indicate that the white

workinglslass Philadelphians use t'he fassive alternant more than the middle-

class whites at pi of o.58, while the black adolesccnts from New York are most

similar to the mioarc-.tass groups. when we examine the log likelihoods as

outlined above, it appears that both of these differences are significant at the

o.or level: working-.lutt speakers use the passive significantly more than
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in agentless sentences. By comparison, such stable sociolinguistic variables
as (DH) or (ING) s masslve externa

variable.

which is quite striking: the choice of auxiliary. Table 5 shows the distribution
of get vs. be for adults and teenagers, male and female. Adults show a
preponderant use of be, as do female teenagers to a lesser extent; male

Auxiliary

Sex/age group

Tokens
Passive
(%)

VARBRUL
weights

z3 white working-
class Philadelphians

t t white middle-
class Philadelphians

ro black adolescent
New Yorkers

gBz o.58

o.46

o.45

27

2 1 3 27

Table j
Effect of class and ethnicity on the choice of passives in agentless

sentences
.1

\v
t/ 

r' \ 
| lOj.te class. When we collapse white working-class and middle-class speakers

t'-,,i 
.rr\l 

(Tu|le ro, Run 6), the chi-square is 4.g; when we collapse white and black
, ,V\yl 

workin8 class speakers (Table ro, Run 5), the chi-squarc11 9.7. Though these
"/ | 

significant effects are only moderate in size, they reverse the expectations
I created in the literature reviewed above. A further understanding oithe result
I can be obtained from a comparison with Van den Broek's study of class
differences in Belgium (see below).

We can also examine age distributions. Though we have no reason to
suspect change in progress, there may be a difference between the r9 teenagers
in our sample and the z3 adults. Table 4 shows that the adults do favour the

265
r7o

75
52

* The remaining percentages are for have passives with numbers too small
to be considered for social distribution.

Table 5
Distribution of (get) and (be) passives by sex and age

teenagers are significantly different from all other groups in their heavier use
of get, and this tendency is stronger among blacks than whites. These results
parallel those of Feagin in her study of white working-class adults and
adolescents in Anniston, Alabama (tglil.In Anniston, we find a shift from
less than 30 per cent get for adults to close to 8o per cent for adolescents (p.
9Z). Both teenage boys and girls showed this high use of get. A shift to the
gel passive appears to be one of the most active grammatical changes taking
place in English; and at least in the North, it seems to be also a stigmatized
sociolinguistic variant which is used more by males than females.

3 .  INTnnNAL coNsrRArNTs

Our attention is then drawn to internal factors that may help us to gain a
better understanding of the linguistic significance of this massive variation.

Get
(%)

Be*
(%)Tokens

Adults
Female
Male

Adolescents
Female
Male (total)

Black
White

I "^"tj 

-'*t'

,  ̂ oYstA
77
78

20

20

37
66

3o
87

63
32

56 25
31  48

Tokens
Passive

(%)
VARBRUL

weights

t9 adolescents
z3 adul ts

4 1 8
to7  r

o.46
o.54

z8
38

Table 4
Effect of age on the choice of passives in agentless sentences

pu#iu. by the same differences in p, scores that we saw in the style group:
o.54 for adults as against o.46 for adolescents. But here the ed'ect is not
significant even at the o.o5 levet: log likelihood difference when age is removed
(Table ro, Run 4), is only z.r.

Though age and socialclass are noticeable effects, they do not indicate that
external factors have a sizeable influence on the choice of active or passive

I
I

I
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The concept of ctvEN vs. NEw has been put forward as a major explanatory
device for the passive as well as other left and right movements of major
constituents. It is generally considered that in the unmarked case, crvnN
information precedes NEw information :

In the unmarked case the new is, or includes, the final lexical item, so that
the unmarked sequence, excluding anaphoric elements, is given preceding
new; but the focus can appear at any point in the information unit. The
constituent specified as new is that which the speaker marks out for
interpretation as non-derivable information, either cumulative to or con-
trastive with what has preceded; the given is offered as recoverable
anaphorical ly or si tuational ly. (Hall iday, ry67: zrr)

and in the passive, the logical object brought to the early subject position
represents crvEN information :

. . . if the verb of a sentence is an action-process, its patient noun root will
convey new information and its agent noun root old information.

(Chafe, ry7o: ztg)

Neither of the writers cited here consider the choice between agentless passive
and generalized active. But a choice is implied in their consideration of the
'semantic functions'of the passive. Chafe presents the passive as a way of
achieving two functions simultaneously. One is to allow the verb to appear
without an agent or an experiencer.

The other function of the passive inflection is to change the order of
priorities for the distribution of new information. QgTo: zzo)

Given the possibility we are considering here of two ways of presenting
transitive verbs without agents, it is clear that Chafe's analysis would show
that the choice of agentless passive vs. generalized active is determined by the
GIVEN vs. NEw status of the two referents: the action or experience referred
to by the verb on the one hand and the referent of the patient noun on the
other.

Experimental evidence. There has been a considerable amount of experi-
mental work in search of objective correlates of the subtle differences between
active and passive sentences. Psycholinguists have not thought in terms of
clvEN vs. NEw but rather in terms of a wide variety of cognitive approaches
such as 'conceptual focus' (Tannenbaum & Williams, r968), 'salience' and
'focus of attention' (Turner & Rommetveit, r968), or'importance' (Johnson-
t-airdl r 968). Most of the experimental approaches have contrasted active and
passive sentences with agents expressed. Johnson-Laird (r968) showed that
sentences such as ' Blue is followed by Red' tendbd to attribute greater
importance to their surface subjects than sentences such as 'Red follows
Blue', as reflected by association of the passive sentences with larger blue areas
in coloured rectangles. Turner & Rommetveit (1968) showed that when

C O N S T R A I N T S  O N  T H E  A G E N T L E S S  P A S S I V E

children were cued by pictures to remember a sentence, there were more

correct recalls when t-he picture focused attention on the surface subject of

the active or passive, but when the picture focused attention on the object

of the sentence, there was a significant tendency to reverse the voice of the

sentence.
Tannenbaum & Williams (rq6S) focused attention on subject or object by

a device which is somewhat closer to the effects observed in spontaneous

speech. First-year junior high-school students were presented with preamble

texts of six sentences with the noun phrase of conceptual focus in consistently

active or passive position, and they were asked then to form an active or a

passive sentence iescribing a picture in which that referent was seen as the

agent or patient of an action. Latency times for the completion of active

,*t.n.r, were always less than for passives;but the difference between actives

and passives was maximum for cases where the preceding text focused on the

logical subject, and greatly reduced when the text focused on the logical

object. Thus a preceding string of six references to a patient facilitated the

formation of passive sentences with that referent in initial position.

Tannenbaum & Williams also found a smaller effect of passive vs. active

form of the sentences in the preamble, when the passive preambles reduced

the over-all latency of passive productions, but not significantly' The

Tannenbaum & Williams experiment appears to support the predominance

of the crvnN vs. NEw effect for the active-passive contrast with agents

expressed.
Recent discussions of crvnN vs. NEw have taken on an increasingly

subjective character. Chafe (tgl Opresents cIvEN as that which can reasonably

be assumed to exist in the consciousness of the addressee at some point in

a discourse. Information may then not be new in the technical sense that the

information was objectively absent. Chafe argues that it can be present in a

speaker's memory but not be in his consciousness at a certain time (p. t t z).

Iie points out that the duration of any item's cIvEN status may be assured

for only one sentence (p. r z9). Kun o (rg7z\ deals with the opposition of 'old,

predictable information' and 'new, unpredictable information', but he does

not indicate any confidence in objective criteria for this distinction.

In proceeding with an objective study of variation in the spontaneous use

of passive and generalized active, we will naturally want to consider the ways

in which such subjective factors might interfere with the validity of an

objective coding procedure. First there is the matter of how far back we would

want to search ior evidence of crvsN status. If the refierent of a given sentence

occurred in an immediately preceding sentence, it can reasonably be assumed

that it is available to a speaker as a'given'. But if we were to confine our

attention to only this sentence we would be losing a gteat many GIVENS in

the sentences immediately preceding. To search through an entire conversation

would assuredly locate *.ny elements as GIVEN which are not immediately

in the foreground of the speaker's attention. A decision to search for a fixed
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number of preceding sentences is necessarily arbitrary, but the validity of thatdecision can be examined in a multivariate analysis by examining successivelythe effect of being ctvEN in sentences successively further removed. It seemsclear that GIVEN status is not discrete but gradie'nt, and we would expect tofind that the effect is strongest for the imirediately preceding rrnt.n., unadiminishes gradually as we recede into the p.rl of tire preceiing dir.ourse.Any valid analysis should be able to demonsirate an effective vanlshing pointwhere the inclusion of all preceding sentences would make no difference ata l l .
The other subjective effect is that the element may not be.given, at all inan objective sense, i.e. not occur in the surface structure, but be present inthe speaker's consciousness as part of a long chain of inference from thesurface structure. we can minimize this effeciby not limiting ourselves to asearch for forms with identical surface structur.l but accepting a very broadnotion of coreferential noun phrase. Two noun phrases are coreferent if theirintended referent is the same dir.ourr. entity. Some subtle forms of referenceof inference will stiil escape us. But it seems to us that this wiil apply equalywell to the agentless passive and the gener alizedactive. In some senses, thereferents of 'they' or 'you' may be considered part of a hidden agenda. Thereis no way that we can predict what the effect lf such subjective factors maybe on the whole, but in any case we will be cautious in the interpretation ofour results and be sure to rest our case on robust and consistent results ofobjective coding.

w,

An objective and relevant definition of 'sentence' woutd seem to be crucial.The most abstract extraction of underlying sentences would hardly do, sincemany of these constructs will have elided one or the other of the twoconstituents we are interested in and will not be relevant to the choice of activeor passive' on the other hand, the notion of a sentence in surface structuredefined by intonational contours is difficult to determine reliably in sponta-neous speech and not necessarily related to the organizatron of form andmeaning that we are concerned with. The 'sentences' 
we will consider as sitesfor the location of relevanthoun phrases will be finite clauses. The clause willthus prove a more useful unit for our purposes.

we therefore proceed with a definition of crvnN as follows: the togicalobject of an agentless crause is defined as crvEN if any noun phrasecoreferential with it was present in any one of the preceding five crauses,irrespective of the termination of speaker turns. Thus in the sentence
(s) +r they asked ya to stay wash the windows, you washed the windows(56,W, F,  WC).

lhe v'indows is ctvEr'r in the clause preceding you washed"the windows.A crvnxnoun phrase is therefore one that has u.or.f.r.ntial noun phrase anywherein.the preceding five clauses. when we examine the over-all distribution ofthis factor among active and passive agentless clauses, our first impression

4w
\)

q6
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is that it has a strong influence in promoting the passive. When the logical

object of the clause is cNrN in the preceding context, it occurs in initial
position as subject of a passive construction 4I per cent of the time; when

it is unw, or not cIvEN, this happens only 25 per cent of the time. The other

75 per cent of NEw noun phrases are located in post-verbal position as the

objects of active verbs.
Before we conclude that cIvEN vs. NEw is the dominant factor in determining

the choice of active or passive, it would be wise to consider syntactic factors
which intersect with but are distinct from this one. Our early studies of the.

agentless passives drew attention to the effect of surface structure, whether

or not the logical object referred backward to coreferential noun phrases in

subject position. Such parallelism of surface structure seems to be a powerful

factor in determining the choice of active or passive, and passives are favoured
when the logical object moves into a position parallel with its co-referents.

The over-all distribution of this constraint proves to be somewhat larger

than the clvEN vs. NEw effect. When coreferential noun phrases were located
in subject position in preceding clauses, the logical object of the agentless
clause appeared in parallel subject position 58 per cent of the time, that is,
the passive alternant was chosen. When this was not the case, the passive

choice was realized only 29 per cent of the time.
Thus the clvrN-NEw distinction produced a t6 per cent difference in the

choice of a passive; the parallel vs. non-parallel surface structure produced

a 29 per cent difference. But such across-the-board comparisons can be
misleading unless the data are evenly distributed among all possibilities. The
variable rule programme allows us to compare the effect of both factors in
a single analysis; Table 6 indicates that the weight contributed by the choice
of passive by cwnN is o.54 as against o.46 for Nnw; whereas parallel vs.

non-parallel surface structure gives us o.6z vs. o.38. The chi-squares derived

#n:

Tokens
Passive VARBRUL

(%) weights x2

Given
New

Parallel SS
Non-parallel

955
s34
350

S S  I I 3 9
*  p < o . o s .  * *

o.54
o.46

o.6z
o.38

*** p < o.ool

4r
25

58
29

p  <  o . o l .

25.27***

7 r . 6 t  * * *

I
')

)

Tqble 6

Given vs. new and parallel vs. non-parallel surface structure as constraints
on the passive
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Iiorn log-likelihood comparisons are both highly significant, though the
parallel structure figure is at a higher order of magnitude.

However, this comparison may not evaluate the effect of crveN vs. r.rEw in
full, since a co-reflerential noun phrase in the immediately preceding clauses
may have the strongest effect. We thereflore distinguished each crvEx by how
far back we had to go to find the coreferential noun phrase which established
that status:

Given [G]
o not given at all in the preceding five clauses
t given in the immediately preceding clause
2 not given in the preceding clause but given in the second preceding

clause
3 not given in the two preceding clauses but given in the third preceding

clause
4 not given in the three preceding clauses but given in the fourth or fifth

preceding clause

At the same time, we extended a similar analysis to the factor group of parallel
surface structure. But parallelism is disrupted by any intervening non-parallel
clauses, and a more detailed analysis of this group must consider the number
of consecutive parallel clauses preceding the one in question. In other words,
the stronger parallel structure carcs are all subsets of the basic conditions that
the immediately preceding clause must contain a parallel subject.

Surface Subject [SS]
o is not corcferential with subject of preceding clause
t is coreferential with subject of preceding clause, but not the clause

before it
z is coreferential with subjects of two preceding clauses only but not the

third preceding clause
3 is coreferential with subjects of three preceding clauses, but not the

fourth preceding clause
4 is coreferential wiih four or more preceding clauses

Table 7 shows the result of this more detailed variable rule analysis. The crvEN
vs. NEw effects show a fairly regular gradation of weights, but in a direction
opposite to our first expectation. When the logical object is given in the
immediately preceding clause, there is no effect. On the contrary, this category
(Given t ) has a weight of o.39, slightly less than not crvEN at all (Given o).
It is only when the ctvrn is located in the second clause preceding that there
is a H2eable effect, of o.58. A coreferential noun phrase located in the third
or fourth preceding clause is only slightly higher, 0.6o, and in the fourth
preceding clause the figure falls off to o.53.

If the effect ofctvrN status were a powerfuldeterminant of the passive form,
it would follow that the largest figure would be Given r, and Given 2,3 and
4 would fall offin that order. However, the significance figures show that the

r - r . ; | r S ' l ' R A I N T S  O N  T H E  A G E N T L E S S  P A S S M

Tokens
Passive VARBRUL

(%\ weights x'

Given
o
I

2

3
4

SS
o
I

2

3
4

534
6 r6
t46
6 r

r32

I  I 3 9
2 1 4

57
37
42

p < o.o5.

25
42
43
47
36

29
5 r
7o
67
64

**  p  <  o .o l .

o.40
o.39
o.58
o.6o
o.53

o . 2 l

o.45
o.63
o.67
o.56

***  p < o.ool .

25.27***
r  8 .4 r  * * *

I . I 3

o.88

7 t  .6 t*+*
ro.4 t  *

o.87
o.85

Table 7
Surface structure constraints on the passive

effect ofcrvsN status is concentrated almost entirely in Given z. The chi-square

opposite each figure shows the significance of the effect of separating each

fa.ior, along with the factors below it, from the factor above. Thus the effect

of disiinguistring all Given t, 2, 3,4 from Given o is sizeable, with a f of

25.27; Uut the largest part of that is based on the effect of Given z' When

Given 2, 3, 4 ut. itpuiated from I and o, there is a very significant effect,

with Xs oi rA.4r. But there is no additional significance when Given 3 and

4 are separated from Given z.
Thus we obtain a sizeable improvement in likelihood of the analysis by

distinguishing Given o and r from cases where the coreferential noun phrase

was in a second preceding or earlier clause; but there are no significant losses

or gains from making further distinctions between Given z and Given 3, of

Given 3 and Given 4.
On the other hand, if the coreferents located in the third and fourth

preceding clause had No effect in encouraging the choice of passive, we would

expect that the effect of Given z would increase when we separated out these

,.i.r. But this does not happen: the weight contributed by a category that

includes cIvEN in the znd, 3rd or 4th preceding clauses is o'61; when we

separate Given 3 and Given f fto* Given z, Given z does not rise but remains

practically the same. It follows that the effect of ctvnN in the third and fourth

t

i

t
I
Ir
&

I
t

F
I

&
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preceding clauses is not to be ignored, but has about the same effect asGiven z.
We cannot account fully for the location of the crveN effect in the secondpreceding clause, though it may well be connected with the fact that many

of the immediately preceding clauses were located in the same surface
sentence and the passive verb located in a sententialcomplement. The present
analysis does not distinguish effects across clause boundaries from effects
across surface sentence boundaries; the result of Table 6 clearly calls for such
a distinction in further studies of the passive.

When we turn to the analysis of parallel structure, we find a differentpicture. The effect on the prrrium of sbr, only one preceding parallel clause,
is considerably greater than SSo, and sSz and s-s3, *itti iong., parailel
strings, are progressivery greater. The improvement peaks at SJ3 and falsoffsomewhat at SS4. The chi-square of 7r.6r indicates the total imirovement
in likelihood obtained by distinguishing all cases of parallel structure fromcases without parallel structure. When we separate sirings of two and moreparallelclauses, there is a moderate improvement of likelihood, with chi-square
at Io'4t' But if we then separate out strings of three or more, the effect isnot sig.nificant, (x' : o.8z). It foilows thatltrings of four or more are arsonot going to show a significant effect. The Varbiul weights for strings withz, 3 and 4 preceding parallels are all approximately in the same range, andthis effect seems to show that nothing is iained in tire way of explanation byexamining sentences even more remote.

To make a finer comparison of cIvEN vs. NEw and parallel structure wemust consider exactly what the relations of these two facior groups are. Fromthe definitions just given, it is apparent that all the cases of parallel structurecorrespond to a single category in the crvEN factor group: that is, Given r.Since parallel structure requires a coreferential noun phrasi in the immediately

Tokens
Passive VARBRUL

(%) weights

Gr (P)
Given with
paralleI structure

G t (  -  P ;
Given with
non-parallel structure

36o 58

o.3623

o.54

277

Table 8
Given with parallel structure vs. given with non-parailer structure as

constraints on the passive

5o

I

I
I
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preceding clause, then every case of parallel structure falls into the first Given

category. On the other hand, there are cases of coreferential noun phrases

in the immediately preceding clause that are non-parallel: that is, SSo. This
is obviously the case when the logical object occurs as the surface object of
the preceding clause.

Figure r sums up the interrelations of these two factor groups: it shows
a four-cell table with the intersection of cIVEN vs. NEw and parallel vs.
non-parallel surface structure. The upper right quadrant is empty: if the

New

Parallel
I

2

o

Non-paral lel

Figure L lnterrelationship of given vs. new and parallel vs. non-parallel structures.

logical subject is not crvEN, it cannot be parallel. In the upper left quadrant
are the parallel subcategories of SS1,2,3,4 which all co-occur with given
status: necessarilyall Gr as well. In thelowerleft thereis only SSo, non-parallel,
but here we can have Given r,2,3,oR 4. The crucial category, which permits
comparison of the two effects, is Gr. We can examine cases of Gt wtTH
parallel structure (the upper half of the rectangle) or wnHour (the lower half).
We therefore ran the variable rule analysis dividing Gl into the two subtypes
shown here, G(P) and G(- P). within a fixed given status, we can compare
the effect of parallel structure. Table 8 shows the result. First we notice that
the effect of parallel structure is sizeable: Given r with parallel structure is
0.54, and Given r non-parallel is only o.36, at about the level of the not-given
category.

Figure r also shows that a second close comparison can be made: with this
differentiation of two kinds of GI, we can make a better comparison of the
effect of crvrN status, that is, the entire lower left vs. the lower right quadrant.
Table 9 shows this result. Given r(P) is about the same, o.56. The crucial
comparison is between Go and the combined category G(- P), which
includes Gl(- P) and G2,3,4. The comparison of G(- P) with Go gives us

s s  1 , 2 , 3 , 4

G O

s s 0

G

.ss

5 r
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Tokens
Passive VARBRUL

(%) weights

G ( -  P )
All given non-parallel

Go
New

G t ( P )
Given parallel

6t6

534

360

o.52

o.44

o.56

2 5

33

58

W
V-Y
-*[;

Table 9
Effect of given in non-parallel sentences vs. new on choice of the passive

a strict measure of the effect of given, and it is in the expected direction: o.5z
vs. o.44. However, this is among the smaller of the effects we have found, and
it does not support the notion that given vs. new is a powerful determinant
of the choice of active vs. passive agentless clauses.

The converse conclusion is that the ordering of surface syntax across
clauses is the predominant linguistic influence on this choice. This result
reinforces our earlier decision to treat the choice of active and passive as two
alternative ways of saying 'the same thing', since it is conditioned by formal,
syntactic factors far more than the influence of given vs. new. One might argue
that parallel strings are also characteristic of semantically significant choices:
there is a cognitively determined tendency to keep talking about the same
thing.

Parallel surface structure is a 'mixed' category, involving coreference as
well as surface order. One way of approaching this question is to consider

, what would be the effeet of a purely syntactic condition which intersects with
f parallel surface structure: whet

lbry..d.d b" 
" 

p4si".
un n tne Daslc olvlslons

of given vs. new and parallel structure. These remain unchanged except for
a fiew hundredths. But the preceding passive proves to be an independent
and powerful conditioning factor: only tz6 cases had a preceding passive
(ard this includes a preceding p.*iu .
But this subcategory shows the highest percentage of passives: 7z per cent.
The variable rule weight contributed by a precedigrg passive is o.69, and the
gain in likelihood produced by adding this factor to our analysis is very
large: chi-square : 55. Since a preceding passive could occur with any
of the combinations of given/new or parallel/non-parallel SS it is under-
standable that adding this variable factor does not disturb the earlier analyses.

r,/L /

tfvlea*S * alq-
52

Factors merged in successive runs

Full
analysis Style Age Class

Run no.

Input po
Given status

o New
I In preceding
z znd Preceding
3 3rd Preceding
4+ 4th Preceding

Parallel SS
o Not Parallel
I Preceding
z Preceding

3 Preceding

4+ Preceding
Preceding Passive

Yes
No

Style 
'

Careful
Casual

Sex
Male
Female

Age
Adolescents
Adults

Class/EthnicitY
White MC
White WC
Black WC

No. of cells
Chi square
p <

I

o.74

o.40
o.39
o.58
o.67
o.53

o.2r
o.45
o.63
o.67
o.56

o.69
o .3 I

o.54
o.46

o.50
o.50

o.46
o.54

-o3  -o2

+o3 *oz

o.46
o.58
o.45
zoo rzg I38
. 5.6 o.oo
. o.o2

r48 I84
z. r  4 .8
. o.o5

-04

+
-03

+
r42
9.7
o.ot

-, Factor group eliminated'

*, Factor merged with factor above'

+i, -f, Greater or less than Run t by f/too'

., Does not differ from Run t by more than o' l '

X' : -z(log likelihoodr-log likelihood')

rt--O LX. Table ro

VARBRUL probabilities for the passive: full analysis and effects of

6?'^/ so.1Ll.
successive mergers of external factors
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The fact that it is a powerful factor reinforces our conclusion that the
choice of agentless passive is conditioned by syntactic considerations.

These findingscoincide with other recent studies that indicate the limitations
of the information factor in determining sentence structure. Linde (tgZ+) did
not find that given vs. new was a significant factor in determining the choice
of dummy sentences in apartment lay-outs, e.g. There is a living room on the
right vs. A living room is on the right. Poplack (t98o) has carried out a massive
variable rule analysis of the informational constraints on the deletion of final
(s) in Puerto Rican Spanish. Although the plural inflection /s/ is most likely
to be found in the first element of a noun phrase, its presence or absence on
succeeding elements is determined by a sequential effect similar to the effect
of a preceding passive in this study. /s/ tends to follow lsl, and zero tends
to follow zero. An informational analysis would have predicted that a
preceding /s/ would favour the presence of a followingzero.

The given/new distinction has recently been re-examined by Prince, with
an eye to the structure actually used in discourse (rgZg). She provides a finer
subcategorization of the possibilities, with a three-way division of rvoxno
(textually or situationally), TNFERRED, and new (nneND-NEw or uNusEn).
BRAND-NEw is in turn categorized as anchored or unanchored, depending on
whether the NP is linked to the rest of the discourse through another NP,
as with a relative clause. It seems likely that the effect of given/new shown
in our results would be sharpened if the data were re-analysed with a factor
group that registered these distinctions.

Silva-Carvalan's recent variable rule analysis of the postposing of subjects
in Mexican-American Spanish shows no effect of given vs. new Ogll\,
However, she reports a powerful effect of given vs. new on the presence or
absence of pronoun subjects. Given status favoured the deletion of a pronoun
with a weighting of o.69, as compared to o.66 for the effect of parallel subject.
It appears that given vs. new may be a more powerful determinant of the
presence or absence of an element than the ordering of sentence constituents.
It is also possible that the effect will be stronger if it is exerted on the choice
of placement of two noun phrases in two-argument sentences, rather than a
single noun phrase vs. verb in one-argument constructions.ro An extension
of the present analysis to the contrast of active and passive in two-argument
sentences, with agents expressed, may throw more light on the status of the
informational component in determining the structure of sentences in
spontaneous speech.
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Table to also shows the results of a systematic testing of each factor for
significance by examining differences in log likelihood when factors are

[t6J A point made by Susumu Kuno in the discussion of the oral presentation of this paper.

Factors merged in successive runs

Full
anal-
ysis

Given/new Parallel SS
Pre.

- p a s s

Run no.

Input po
Given status

o New
t In preceding
z znd Preceding
3 3rd preceding

4 4th* Preceding
Parallel SS

o Not Parallel
t Preceding
z Preceding
3 Preceding
4+ Preceding

Preceding Passive
Yes
No

Style
Careful
Casual

Sex
Male
Female

Age
Adolescents
Adults

Class/ethnicitY
White MC
White WC
Black WC

No. cells
Chi square
p <

8 9 l o
- o 4  - t I  - o 8

+o5 *o6
+o5 +  15
+o3 +
++
++

. +06 +o4

. -o2

. -o2

.  -o2

.  -o2

r r  1 2  1 3  1 4

- o 2  - O 7  - I t  - 2 3

+o3 +a7 + 13
+o3 +06 *z t
-o3 +o7 +
- o 2 + +

/ ?.2?
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O'6cD
o. so

r 7

o.74

o.4o +02
o.39 +02
o.58 +o2
o.6o -03
o '53 +

o.2 l
o.45
o.63
o.67
o.56

r 5
- 1 3

- 03
+oz

o.69
o.3 r

o.54
o.46

o.50
o.50

o.46
o.54

o.46
o.58
o.45
200 , is  164 ry1 Io9 r9r

o .9  L I  t8  25  o .9
o.oot o.ooI

: : + o 3
156 r22 I48

I o  72  55
o.o2 o.oot o.@I

r78
o.9

-, Factor grouP eliminated.
+, Factor merged with factor above'

+i, -i, Greater or less than Run t by i/too'
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x2, -z(log likelihoodt -log likelihoodr).

Table t t

IARBRUL analysis of the passive: full analysis and effects of successive
mergers of internal factors
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removed. In addition to the full analysis, five columns show the results of
successively eliminating, one at a time, the external variables: style, sex, age,
race, and social class. In these columns, a dash in each member of a factor
group indicates that for that run the entire factor group has been removed.
The symbol + indicates that a particular factor has been merged with the
one listed directly above it. When one of the other factors in a run show a
difference from the original Run t of more than o.ot, that difference is shown;
otherwise, the space is left blank.

It is immediately apparent that there are no significant changes in the
internal flactors as the result of eliminating an external factor: all of the
perturbations occur in the class and age factor groups. Table r r shows
the corresponding eliminations of internal factors. Here there is one change in
an external factor: the weight for black working class adolescents increases
by o.o3 when the parallel structure group is removed entirely. All of the other
changes occur in the internal factors. There are sizeable shiflts in the weights
of the given/new group when parallel structure factors are eliminated and
vice versa.

This result indicates a substantialindependence ofthe two sets ofconstraints.
All sections of the population appear to treat the passive/active choice in the
same way, and conversely, the same constraints are found throughout the
speech community. This independence of external and internal constraints is
an empirical result that is quite different from the assumption of independence
of environmental constraints within the Cedergren/Sankoff programme,
where it functions simply as a null hypothesis (Sankoff & Labov, r979). The
separation of the two sets of constraints confirms other indications that social
factors operate primarily upon surface patterns rather than abstract syntactic
alternatives. Table 5 showed considerable social differentiation of the choice
of the surface formative get vs. be,incontrast to the more abstract alternation
of generalized active and agentless passive.

This multivariate analysis of the passive/active alternation has disengaged
several intersecting forces"that strongly determine the choice of one or the
other of these ways of saying the same thing. The distribution of information
in discourse is not without influence, but it is a relatively minor factor
compared to the more mechanicaltendency to preserve parallel structure: first
in the succession of passive constructions, second in the retention of the same
structural position for the same referent in successive sentences. There is
undoubtedly a stylistic factor operating, which would appear more strongly
if we hsd included more formal speech and written materials. All of these
conditions on the selection of active vs. passive are general features of the
English language, used in much the same way by the very different sub-sections
of the speech communities that we studied.
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evidence from breaking in Frisianr
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I .  I N T R o D U C T I o N

A thorough examination of the nature of the phonological portion of the
lexicon must address at least two crucial issues. One has traditionally been
termed the lssrnAcrNEss coNTRovERsy, which concerns itself with the issue
of the level of representation, or whether lexical entries are at a surf,ace
phonetic, phonemic, systematic phonemic, or some other level. The second
issue deals with the unit of representation, or whether lexical entries are in
the form of morphemes, words, or some of each.

The earlier work in Generative theory (most elegantly formulated for
phonology in chomsky & Halle, 1968) appears to presuppose a rather
abstract, rnorpheme-based lexicon. Later contributions by Chomsky (rgzo)
and Aronoff (t976) have argued that certain combinations of morphemes
should be taken up in the lexicon as units. In addition, various proposals by
Kiparsky have constrained somewhat the level of abstractness allowed in
phonological representations. Other phonologists have gone much further,
proposing what might be called a concrete, word-based model of the lexicon.
Arguments for such a position may be found in Vennem anne974) and Leben
& Robinson (t977). Most current views lie somewhere between the abstract
morpheme-based lexicon and the concrete word-based model. In what
follows, the question of how phonological information is stored will be
addressed on the basis of data from the complex morphophonemic process
of breaking in Frisian.

The term 'breaking' has had rather broad application in the literature on
Frisian. In one sense this refers to the breaking of i and e to iu before certain
velar consonant combinations in Old Frisian. Thus proto-Fri sian recht
became riucht, and singa became siunga. This type of breaking, which has
parallels in English and Nordic dialects, will not further concern us here.

Another type of breaking, which occurred only in most mainland dialects
of West Frisian, is of more recent origin. This process, which presumably took

It] I would like to express my gratitude to Joan Bybee, Jeffrey Elman, Anthonie Feitsma, Orrin
Robinson, Sanford Schane, Wim Zonneveld and others for comments on a previous draft
of this work (as part of Tiersma, I98ob). My special thanks go to Matthe* ihen, who has
been a constant source of inspiration to me. None of the above bears any responsibility
for the contents of this paper or necessarily agrees with the points made.
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